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Apples Quiz: Trivia Questions and Answers

  

  1. Which region is considered the apple-tree homeland?

The North Africa

The Central Asia

The South America

2. What country is the largest producer of apples?

The USA

China

New Zealand
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3. What does apple symbolize in heraldry?

Peace

Prosperity

Freedom

4. What was the length of the longest apple peel inscribed into the Guinness Book of Records?

37 meters 11 centimeters

45 meters 25 centimeters

52 meters 51 centimeters

5. Is it true that the apple tree planted in 1647 by an American Peter Stuyvesant in Manhattan has not only
survived until our time but is still bearing fruits?

Yes

No

6. How many calories does a medium-sized apple contain?

80

65

90

7. Which fairy tale character was poisoned by an apple?

Rapunzel

Red Hood

Snow White

8. Which city is also known as "The Big Apple"?

London

Paris

New York

9. Is it true that in Great Britain the hybrid of an apple and tomato was discovered? According to its color and
texture, they resemble tomatoes but grow on the usual apple trees.

Yes
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No
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Apples Quiz: Trivia Questions and Answers

Right answers

  1. Which region is considered the apple-tree homeland?
  The Central Asia
  2. What country is the largest producer of apples?
  China
  3. What does apple symbolize in heraldry?
  Peace
  4. What was the length of the longest apple peel inscribed into the Guinness Book of Records?
  52 meters 51 centimeters
  5. Is it true that the apple tree planted in 1647 by an American Peter Stuyvesant in Manhattan has not
only survived until our time but is still bearing fruits?
  Yes
  6. How many calories does a medium-sized apple contain?
  80
  7. Which fairy tale character was poisoned by an apple?
  Snow White
  8. Which city is also known as "The Big Apple"?
  New York
  9. Is it true that in Great Britain the hybrid of an apple and tomato was discovered? According to its
color and texture, they resemble tomatoes but grow on the usual apple trees.
  Yes
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